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Introduction 

Featurespace cultivates an intelligent, proactive, and professional approach in all that we do.  

We challenge each other to find new solutions to problems; our work is constantly evolving 

as our business grows.  

Our products are relied on to provide mission-critical solutions for our customers. As our 

company develops, we need to implement policies that protect our company, our customers, 

and our colleagues.  

This policy applies to all Featurespace employees, fixed-term project contract employees, 

temporary employees, agency staff and consultants / contractors, work-experience people 

and any other person formally provided with access to any Featurespace building   

Featurespace visitor policy 

Our visitor policy has been developed to ensure the safety of our organisation, employees, 

and visitors by giving guidelines on the right time for office visits, how to look after the 

visitors, and what the necessary procedures are for visiting a Featurespace office. 

Visitor authorisation procedures 

At Featurespace we allow our employees to invite visitors into our business as long as they 
are correctly signed in and out and escorted during their visit. All employees should however 
check with the Office Manager about the timing and the nature of the visits to ensure that 
they are appropriate and well scheduled. 

Recording Visitors 

At Featurespace we have a sign-in procedure, which is detailed later in this document, this 

helps us to keep track of our visitors. It is also crucial for knowing who is in our office in 

case of an emergency. This is completed on a General Data Protections Regulations (GDPR) 

compliant electronic sign in system, in which the details are kept for 3 months 

This electronic sign in system includes the name of the visitor, the company on whose 

behalf they are visiting and the inside personnel who granted them access. 

How to sign visitors in and out 

The following steps are followed whenever a visitor comes to one of our offices. 

Before you start 

Visitors who are not Featurespace personnel (including third party employees) must be: 

• Signed in by an authorised member of staff. 

• Easily distinguishable from onsite personnel. 
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Visitors sign in 

• When the visitor arrives, their arrival time and details are recorded on the electronic 
sign in system. 

• Visitors will be asked to show some form of identification. 

• A visitor ID and lanyard will be provided so that they can easily be identified as a 
visitor. 

• The visitor will have their photograph taken and this will be placed with the visitors 
pass. 

• The visitors car details will be recorded on the electronic system. 

Visitors sign out 

• On leaving the office the departure time will be logged on the electronic sign in 
system. 

• The visitor ID will be retrieved and returned. 

• The visitor access is removed once the visitor has left. 

• It remains the Featurespace Employees responsibility to take the visitor lanyard and 
ID back once the visit is complete. 

• If the visitor lanyard and ID are not returned and cannot be retrieved, it is the 
responsibility of the Office Management team to disable the lanyard by close of 
business. 

Guidelines for escorting visitors 

Featurespace employees will be responsible for their visitors while they are inside our 

premises. For security and safety reasons, we do not allow visitors to wander around the 

buildings on their own. When escorting a visitor, the employee is responsible for safely 

evacuating the visitor in the case of an emergency, as well as making sure the visitor 

complies with company policies. 

Internet use, data protection and confidentiality 

Protecting intellectual property and other confidential information is a concern for 

Featurespace and as such, we have the following restrictions for visitors. 

• Restrictions on photography and/or recording equipment.  

• Our internet usage, data protection and confidentiality policies temporarily cover our 
visitors while they are on company premises. They must not misuse our guest 
internet connection. 

• They must not disclose any confidential information that may come to their 
attention. 

https://resources.workable.com/workplace-visitor-policy-template
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Identification for visitors while in the office 

Visitors to Featurespace are clearly identified as workplace visitors while they are on our 

premises, this is done through the wearing of ID badges. This approach is a cost-effective 

and relatively simple way to promote the easy recognition of our visitors. 

Visitor identification such as visitor ID and lanyards are easily identifiable and differ from the 

standard employee identification. 

Restricted areas 

Employees may not bring or accept visitors in any restricted IT area.  

Representatives of regulatory bodies and stakeholders (e.g. investors) may be exempted, if 

they have received official authorization from The Head of IT or Head of Risk. In these 

cases, employees should provide visitors with the necessary access to enter these areas. It 

is important to note that this type of access will only be allowed once the access approval 

policy has been completed. 

Access to restricted areas will be closely monitored so ensure that it is accurate and in date. 

Different types of visitors 

Personal visitors  

Generally, our employees may allow access to our buildings to personal visitors. Common 

areas, like lobbies, may be open to visitors. We advise our employees to only permit visitors 

in those areas for a short time and for specific reasons. Employees are responsible for 

always accompanying any of their underage visitors.  Access for personal visitors will not be 

granted for restricted areas. 

Contractors and Service Vendors 

Contractors, suppliers, and service vendors, like IT technicians and plumbers, can enter our 

premises only to complete their job duties. Office Management are responsible for providing 

contractors and vendors with ID and for instructing them to always wear the ID on our 

premises. 

Other kinds of visitors 

Our company may occasionally accept the following types of visitors: 

• Students 

• Investors 

• Customers 

• Job candidates 

These visitors should always be accompanied by an employee while on company property. 
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Unauthorized visitors 

Security staff/Employees who spot unauthorised visitors may ask them to leave. Visitors who 

misbehave (e.g. engage in hate speech, cause disruption or steal property) will be asked to 

leave and prosecuted if appropriate. 

Employees who spot unauthorised visitors may refer them to the Office Manager. 

COVID 19 guidelines - UK 

We would recommend that you complete a Lateral Flow Test (LFT) with a negative result 

within 72 hours of attending our Featurespace offices. 

• Masks are not mandatory in the office or the building, but anyone can wear them, 
without judgement. 

• All visitors should follow the appropriate guidelines regarding social distancing. 

• If you do not feel well, stay home. Please use your best judgement and prioritize 
your health and that of others. 

COVID 19 guidelines - Atlanta & Singapore 

We would recommend that you complete a Lateral Flow Test (LFT) with a negative result 

within 72 hours of attending our Featurespace offices. 

• Masks are not mandatory in the office or the building. 

• All visitors should follow the appropriate guidelines regarding social distancing. 

• If you do not feel well, stay home. Please use your best judgement and prioritize 
your health and that of others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


